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QUESTION: Several faculty members at a state university have asked the library to make copies of videos borrowed from the library to send to the distance education students. Copies would be made on DVDs and then mailed to the students. Students would be required to return these copies or their grades would be held. May the library reproduce these videos to service distance education students? If so, would any preventative measures be required such as encrypting the copies to block the students from duplicating them? When students return the copies, should the copies be destroyed or may they be reused many times?

ANSWER: The problem with the described activity is not the maling of DVD copies to distance education students for return to the library, but is reproducing videos without seeking permission from each copyright owner and paying royalties if requested. There may be other alternatives that the school or library should explore. For example, purchasing multiple copies of a video for lending, streaming a portion (not the entire video) to distance education students enrolled in a course or assigning the video for students to view and then suggesting where it may be found such as video rental stores, public libraries or online download or rental.

The secondary questions make no difference since it is the reproduction itself that causes the copyright difficulties. Whether downloading technologies would be required or whether reproduced copies could be lent many times do not matter if the reproduction of the videos onto DVD was infringement in the first place.

QUESTION: A local historical society is considering putting back issues of its local history magazine that it publishes online. Some of the issues date from the 1940s, and many of the articles were written by volunteer but some by professional writers. How can it get permission from the original authors for the online version? The copyright notice in the issues simply says “Copyright, X Historical Society” and then includes the year.

ANSWER: Depending on the publication date, it is possible that some of the magazine issues are not under copyright any longer. The first question is whether the issues were registered for copyright, because prior to 1978, works had to be registered in order to be protected by federal copyright. Assuming that the issues were registered, they received 28 years of protection. At the end of that period, the society would have had to apply for a renewal of copyright for each issue or they would have entered the public domain. Even if the issues were registered when originally published, it is unlikely that the local society applied for a renewal of copyright, so issues prior to 1964 are likely in the public domain and the society can put these issues online without worrying about permission from the authors.

Issues published after 1978 are protected by copyright whether registered or not. The issues simply say “Copyright, X Historical Society” and then includes the year.
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now receive 95 years of copyright protection, so the society would need to seek permission of authors to place those articles online. For issues published between 1964 and 1977, renewal of copyright was automatic, and instead of 28 years, the renewal term is 67 years for a total of 95 years of protection. So permission is needed for these articles too. Based on the *Tasini* decision (*New York Times* v. *Tasini*, 533 U.S. 483 (2001)), any transfer to the publisher would have to have specifically transferred the electronic rights to the publisher for the publisher to own those rights. Thus, contacting the authors for permission is important. The difficulty, of course, is that many of them from the earlier years in this range probably are deceased or are very difficult to locate.

The best advice for the society is to try to locate the authors, post a notice on the society Website asking for authors to contact the publishing staff. Each article placed online for which the author has not been located should be noted along with a plea for anyone reading the article to help locate him or her.

**QUESTION:** The E-learning division of a for-profit educational institution wants to use images of some standard workplace notifications such as one would see in a company cafeteria (dealing with workplace safety, mandatory lunch breaks, etc.). The images would be used as a part of an instructional program. Is there a problem with using them if they came from an Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) Website?

**ANSWER:** While materials produced by the federal government are not eligible for copyright protection, government Websites also include copyrighted studies, etc., that were commissioned by the agency with outside contractors. If the photographs were taken by government employees within the scope of their employment, then they are copyright free. Although copyright notice is not required on works, often those commissioned studies and other works that appear on a government Website do contain a copyright notice, so this would be the first thing to check. If in doubt about the copyright status, the educational institution should contact the EEOC Webmaster and seek permission to use the photographs.

**QUESTION:** (1) May a teacher scan and display a short story or poem in its entirety for students enrolled in a course in a nonprofit educational institution to read prior to an upcoming class session? (2) May that material — or any material posted in the course management system for the course — be accessed at any time during the duration of the course other than during scheduled class sessions, i.e., can students review the material at any time prior to the end of the course?

**ANSWER:** (1) Yes, if it is typically the amount of material that would be displayed to a class in a face-to-face situation. (The old put it on transparencies or slides idea.) So, a book length poem, probably not, but a two page poem, yes. The same is true for a brief short story. If it is more than a few pages though, it likely would not be permissible under the TEACH Act but would be covered by section 107 fair use and should follow the Guidelines on Multiple Copying for Classroom Use. (2) Text materials placed in the course management system under fair use can be accessed at any time, but performances and displays under the TEACH Act, no. For text materials such as articles, may remain in the course management system for only one semester, but there is no limit on downloading or retention. For performances and displays, there is no one semester limit, but student access must be limited to the “class session” and may not be downloaded.

Cases of Note — Copyright: Technology Trumps Tasini

by Bruce Strauch (The Citadel) <strauchb@citadel.edu>


*National Geographic* is that colorful magazine lying in stacks in your grandmother’s attic that no one can ever bear to throw out. It’s been around since 1888 and the non-profit society now produces TV, computer software and other educational stuff. In days of yore when I was in public school, bound volumes of it lined the shelves of the library, or if your school were really up to date, its library, or if your school were really up to date, its... The Second Appeal

Before the 1976 Copyright Act, free-lancers risked losing copyright if they assigned a publisher the right to include them in a collective work without a printed copyright notice in their names. Copyright was indivisible, and everything went to the publisher.

The 1976 Amendment treated copyright as a bundle of exclusive rights. § 201(c) recognized copyright in the artistic creator and a separate copyright in the collected work extending only to the extent of the publisher’s creativity and not to “the preexisting material employed in the work.” *Tasini*, 533 U.S. at 493-94.

The publisher could reproduce free-lance photos (a) as part of the collective work, (2) in a revision of the collective work, or (3) a later collective work in the same series. *Id.* at 496. This of course is in the event the publisher did not oblige the artist to give over all rights including for any future invented format which is the post-Tasini standard. Greenburg naturally saw the CNG CD-ROM as a new collective work, and Nat Geo saw it as either a revision or a later work in the same series.

New or Revision?

A “collective work” is a “work, such as a periodical issue, anthology, or encyclopedia, in which a number of contributions, constituting separate and independent works in themselves, are assembled into a collective whole.” 17 U.S.C. § 101. It is an original work of authorship to the extent the publisher throws in some creativity in selection, coordination and arrangement of the materials. *Id.*

In *Tasini*, the *NY Times*, *Newsday* and *Sports Illustrated* put their articles in computer data bases owned by LEXIS-NEXIS and UMI without the consent of freelance authors one of whom was named *Tasini*.

The Supreme Court focused on whether the articles were pulled out of their original context and displayed in an isolated manner. *Tasini*, at 489. And indeed, the articles were not viewed as they originally were on the printed page. Pictures and ads were excised and the print formatting was lost. *Id.* at 490.

With individual articles removed from “the context provided either by the original periodical editions or by any revision of those editions,” the freelance work was not “part of” the original compilation or a “revision” of it. *Id.* at 499-500.
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